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ments of land, and so for extending and strengthening the
basis of their new organization. It is therefore highly pro-
bable that tradition is correct in fixing the date of laws passed
by Licinius and Sextius, tribunes of the plebs, at 367-366 b. c.
After these laws newly conquered lands were distributed mainly
among the plebeians, and the now restored consulship was
thrown open to the same class: the community could
elect to the consulship a plebeian as well as a patrician. At
about the same time all Roman citizens gained the right,
known as ius provocations, to appeal to the popular assembly
against a sentence of death pronounced by the consuls. The
plebeian tribunes also began to take a higher position : their
persons were recognized as inviolable, and they extended their
right of defending plebeians against the arbitrary proceedings
of the consuls; the power of veto, which was their weapon
in these contests, was recognized as a part of the Roman
constitution, and the tribunes did not let it rust.
All these victories of the plebeians, though they led to the
steady democratization of the Roman state, were not gained,
as in most Greek states, by acute class-warfare accompanied
by bloody but barren revolutions. At Rome, as at Athens in
the sixth and fifth centuries, they were the result of a gradual
process and of successive agreements between patricians and
plebeians* Tradition tells of only one weapon regularly used
by the plebeians : this was a kind of ' strike *, by which they
refused to take their share in the defence of the country and
threatened to secede from the community. But it is doubtful
whether they had recourse even to this expedient before the
beginning of the third century b. a
It is certain that the new organization of the citizen-body ]
infused fresh strength into the community.    The common
interest now came home to the heart of each citizen : he felt
himself responsible for the state and its prosperity.   At the
same time the purely military organization of the state, I
together with the extensive and unlimited power of the
consuls during a campaign and outside the bounds of the
city, taught the people strict military discipline and obedience ,
to the commands of their leaders.   The functions of the tri-
bunes were confined to the city:   their veto was powerless
against the magistrates during military operations, nor could
the right of appeal be exercised at such times.   The results
of the new organization soon became apparent when Rome
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